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“This game references the Savage Worlds game system, available from Pinnacle Entertainment
Group at www.peginc.com. Savage Worlds and all associated logos and trademarks are copyrights
of Pinnacle Entertainment Group. Used with permission. Pinnacle makes no representation or
warranty as to the quality, viability, or suitability for purpose of this product.”
By David M. Garrett – My Philosophy: I’m a huge fan of Savage Worlds the game, the fantastic
creators who dream up the awesome materials for Savage Worlds, and the die-hard fans who make
up the community of Savages. I’m sharing by experiences of how I run my games and settings for
free in the hopes that someone else out there might enjoy the kinds of pulpy stuff I’m running.
If you find errors, mistakes, or have feedback: davidgarrett69@gmail.com
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THE SEPULCHER OF GLOOM
Trapped!
Your band of heroes has been forced by the multitude of
screaming, yelling Darnoogies into the Sepulcher of
Gloom. Harassed by hundreds of the vile, jungle savages,
you attempted to seek refuge inside one of the old ruins
that litter the jungle. You soon realized that it was a trap –
the Darnoogie have been corralling you into this accursed
place all along.
Now you stand amongst the bone-littered floor with
nowhere left to flee as the booming footsteps of some monster stalks through the ruins towards
the room you’re now in. The Darnoogie have fled into the niches and crannies all around you,
their wicked features grinning maniacally as they expectantly watch for the Reaver of Skulls to
enter the Sepulcher of Gloom.
Now let’s return to the jungles and see how our heroes managed to find themselves in this dire
situation, and how they’ll prevail.
Chase Through the Jungle
Things begin as hundreds of Darnoogie tribesmen pursue the adventurers through the Jungles of
Yi-Awm. The chase leads to the cave entrance (lower middle of the map). As the characters are
chased through the cave system, they will perform a Dramatic Task in the form of a running fight
with the jungle savages.
This will be done by each player making a Trait Roll at points A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5. Players may
choose any one of their chosen fighting skills: Fighting, Shooting, Throwing, or Arcane
Background. Because of the vastly outnumbering foes, this will be an Opposed Roll against the
Darnoogie, who will roll 2d6 as their Fighting Roll against each character.
Unlike, normal sessions of Savage Worlds, players will begin
this session with no Bennies. Any character with the Luck
Edge will begin with just one Benny.
Action Cards will be dealt to just the players to determine
the order of their rolls. After each player rolls, the Sifu will
roll 2d6 for the Darnoogie to determine the Target Number
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for that player’s Opposed Roll (One die is a Wild Die for the Darnoogies; take the higher of the
two).
Each time a player exceeds their opponents’ roll, a Benny will be placed in a communal pile. Each
time a player losses an opposed roll, a Benny will be placed in the Reaver’s pile. A raise results in
two Bennies for the winner of the Opposed Roll.
Chase Through the Caves
When the party reaches A4, it doesn’t matter which passage they flee down since both lead to
A5.
After Opposed Rolls are finalized in A5, the Darnoogie will press the players into the back area of
the Sepulcher proper. At this point, the Darnoogie will stop and become eerily silent. Then the
Reaver will emerge from A6 and all the Darnoogie will flee up the walls and into the nooks and
crannies on the sides of the caverns. The characters will hear the loud footsteps and growls of
the Reaver.
The Sepulcher of Gloom
Once the characters face off with
the Reaver, they have run out of
room to flee and find themselves in
A7. At this point, the players must
decide how they will utilize their
communal Benny pool.
The floor of this room is strewn with
bones and skulls. This acts as
Difficult Terrain for the characters
and they move at half normal Pace.
The Reaver doesn’t suffer from this
penalty since he has cloven hooves
and is so large that he crushes the
bones wherever he steps.
You’ll notice that there is a ledge that runs around the perimeter of A7. The Darnoogie take up
positions on this ledge to cheer and watch the carnage. They will also take pot shots at the heroes
during the battle. Should the battle turn against the Reaver, the Darnoogie will increase their
attacks. If the Reaver is killed, the Darnoogie will flee out of fear.
Lighting in the Sepulcher of Gloom corresponds to the shading on the map. Brown = Dark, Gray
= Dim, and Bone = Normal.
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Upping the Difficulty
If the Sifu believes that the difficulty should be increased based on the number of players, the
stats for The Reaver of Skulls can be increased. Another method is to increase the amount of
attacks the Darnoogie make on the party while they are fighting the Reaver.
Darnoogie
The Darnoogie are a tribe of small humanoids that live in the
Jungle of Yi-Awm. One particular tribe has been subjugated by the
Reaver of Skulls and must feed him fresh meat to appease his
wrath. Darnoogie are slightly smaller than most humans and are
primitive in their tribal traditions. They typically fight with spears,
bows, and blowguns.
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d6, Spirit d6, Strength d4, Vigor d6
Skills: Climbing d6, Fighting d6, Notice d6, Taunt d6, Shooting d8,
Stealth d10, Throwing d6, Swimming d6
Pace: 5, Parry: 5, Toughness: 4
Gear: Spear, bows, and blowguns
Special Abilities
• Size -1: Darnoogie are smaller than humans.
[WC] The Reaver of Skulls
The Reaver of Skulls resides in the Sepulcher of Gloom, an ancient ruin
in the Jungles of Yi-Awm. The Reaver is eight feet tall, has the head of
a bull’s skull, and uses a huge cleaver for its weapon. The Reaver
collects the skulls of his victims and displays them in the Sepulcher.
Attributes: Agility d6, Smarts d6, Spirit d6, Strength d12+3, Vigor d12
Skills: Fighting d8, Intimidation d8, Notice d4, Throwing d6
Pace: 7, Parry: 6, Toughness: 12
Edges: Sweep
Gear: Huge meat cleaver (Str+d10).
Special Abilities
• Size +3: The Reaver of Skulls is 8’ tall.
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